Aaina - “Discover Your Innerself”
Shri V.M.Patel
Honourable Chairman,
SVKM & President, KSV

MAGNET - “Inspiring Within !”

Wishes
Success doesn't lie in the “Result”, but in the “Eﬀorts”

Started in 1919 with the motto “KarBhalaHogaBhala”
preached by Pujya Chhaganba, Sarva Vidyalaya
Kelvani Mandal (SVKM) has been nurturing the young
minds for last more than 90 years in its endeavour of
serving the society by imparting education from KG to
Ph.D. SVKM shoulders the responsibility of providing
wise and powerful citizens for the continuous
development of the society. As always emphasized by
late ShriManeklal M. Patel (Saheb), the torch bearer of SVKM growth, a
major part of the process of making life and career of citizens is to bring out
their potential through various efforts, particularly emphasizing on overall
personality development. I am happy to learn that Sarva Vidyalaya Kelvani
Mandal Sanchalit B P College of Business Administration (A constituent
college of Kadi SarvaVishwavidyalaya) has been striving in this direction.
Aaina, one of the most celebrated events of our campus is a step towards the
overall grooming of the students particularly in the area of developing their
imagination power, talent and expression ability. I understand that the event
would play an enlightened role for the young minds by way of being a source
for them to remain creative, energetic and ever inspired.
I wish the event a grand success.

Shri D.T.Kapadia
Honourable Director, KSV

It is always a matter of pride for me to note the
activities of the constituent colleges of Kadi
SarvaVishwavidyalaya aiming at creating a cutting
edge for their students along with the regular teaching
and learning. I congratulate the team of B P College
of Business Administration, a constituent of college
of Kadi SarvaVishwavidyalaya, for maintaining the
tradition of their events Aaina& MAGNET. Activities of such kind help
students build up their confidence by inspiring them in expressing their
inner talents. As learning only from pre-defined curricula is not
sufficient, young minds must be given chance to learn through
experimentation and expression. Events of this kind are like a platform
for this purpose. I appeal the students and staff of the college to take the
right advantage of this opportunity.
I wish all the very best for Aaina& MAGNET.
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Dr. S.K.Mantrala
Registrar, KSV
Survival and growth in the current intensely competitive
world call for being a jack of all trades and a master of
maximum. Hence, a management graduate must possess
knowledge of all the possible areas rather than being
confined to the four walls of the class room. A holistic
approach to study is the order of the day. Sarva Vidyalaya
Kelavani Mandal, Kadi Sarva Vishwavidyalaya and all our
constituent colleges are working with this noble objective.
It gives me pleasure while noting that B P College of Business Administration
puts efforts in maximizing the benefits from the teaching learning process
keeping the above objective in mind. Out of many activities carried out by the
college, I understand, Aaina & MAGNET are certainly the events that would
contribute to the all round progress of the students.
I congratulate the students and staff of the college for the same and wish Aaina &
MAGNET to create new enthusiasm for even better attempts in the area of holistic
development of the students.

Dr. Ramakanta Prusty

MESSAGES

Principal
Walking each step with the motto of our Trust Sarva
Vidyalaya Kelavani Mandal as set by our predecessors
Pujya Chhagnbha, Das Kaka and respected late Shri
Maneklal M. Patel (Saheb), we, since the inception of our
college, have been putting relentless hard work to serve
the society focusing on the downtrodden. Our main thrust
has been to create successful corporate individuals with
the help of quality education and values of life who have
immense capacity to take up responsibility for themselves, of their family and of
the society.
This college takes pride of nurturing its students with the best possible method of
grooming and in an ambience that itself is a class apart. Along with regular studies,
sports activities, cultural activities, industry visits, attending seminars and
conferences, remaining involved in social works are a an integral part of the
student life in the campus. Students enjoy and learn. With the blessings,
motivation and encouragement from our honorable trust members; good wishes
from the society; and continuous support from the industry, we promise to keep
serving with good quality education and offering the best possible management
professionals for the progress of the society.
Aaina-MAGNET, a 13 year old academic-cum-cultural event of the college, is
one of many events carried out for the overall development of the students by
providing them a platform to express themselves with their ideas and feelings. I
express my heartfelt thanks to the student team and the faculty members for their
relentless hard work for having made it a successful venture. I also invite and
welcome participants all over the state to take advantage of this unique
opportunity.
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Dr. Jayesh J. Tanna
Overall Event In-charge
Aaina - MAGNET is the real platform to showcase the talent of
youth preparing themselves for higher education and corporate
practice. Aaina itself portrays 'Discover your Inner self' and
Magnet depicts 'Inspiring Within'. Both the events provide a
crucial opportunity to all participants for competing with each
other in the same age and level. Such a completion develops
confidence and spirit of participants and significantly adds to their
career endeavor. Being a major role player in shaping the future
life of the students, this event has proved itself to be one of the most awaited events in
the schools and colleges of Gujarat State. We are committed to take this event to newer
heights every year.

Prof. Nirav Joshi
Incharge, Aaina
It is my privilege to welcome you all in Aaina - MAGNET
2014-15. These events serve as a mirror to see ourselves in the
shades of talent, zeal and pride. These also show the real
meaning of the term education, “To Extract”. Students
complete their true education only when their ability and
willingness have been provided appropriate platforms for
excellence. Celebrities of all the genres have created history
not by studying in the closed-door class rooms alone.
Management education and our college, with full support of
university and trust have also set a tradition to create history since its inception.
Let's be part of it!

Prof. AmitaPrajapati
Incharge, Magnet
Internationalism is the watch – word in the contemporary
business context asserting vocational excellence. The
industries call for inventive, exploratory and refined young
minds for incessant advancement. Observing the modern
protocols of business, we at B. P. College of Business
Administration have introduced the novel activity i.e.
“MAGNET (Management Across Globe Necessarily Exhibits
Talents) - Management Exhibition”. Serving as a platform, we
provide an opportunity to undergraduate students to exhibit their talent and
showcase their theoretical knowledge in form of creative models, charts,
presentations. Hence, the students build team-spirit, assimilate group dynamics,
Interpersonal communication towards enhancing leadership skills.
“Knowledge pays when practiced”.
We warmly solicit the healthy participation of undergraduate students and make
our event a grand success.
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Event - Aaina Award
The very objective of the Aaina Award is to recognize the invaluable
contribution of the schools and the principals for preparing the foundation of
citizens of the nation.

Rules:
1. Two Entries requested: One for the School itself and the other, for the
Principal
2. Entries must reach the host college on or before 29-11-2014 (Saturday) by
3.00pm
3. Award to be given in person in the valedictory function of Aaina-Magnet
2014-15 on 6-12-14 in the afternoon 03:00 pm onwards.
4. Entry Details:
1. Name of School and Name of Principal
2. Address and contact details of School and Principal

MAGNET - 2014-15
Initiated in 2010, MAGNET is a management exibition, provides live exposure
of corporate practices to management students at BPCBA. Students are assigned
various theme based Business operations related topics being portrayed in form of
projects, charts, models, slide shows etc. It is a real platform to bring out the inner
talent of students’ to develop thier confidence through the process of ‘Inspiring
within !’

Events for Schools
Quiz - Careel Launcher Test (CLT)
Rangoli
Face Painting
Collage
Best from Waste
Elocution
Poetry Recitation
Solo Song
Duet Song
Group Dance
Treasure Hunt
Photography
Mahendi

T-Shirt Painting
Clay Modelling
Spell-Well
Mono Acting
Counter Strike
Need For Speed
Short Film

Events for Colleges
Rangoli
Face Painting
Collage
Best from Waste
Elocution
Poetry Recitation
Solo Song
Duet Song
Group Dance
Treasure Hunt
Photography

Mahendi
Stock Market Game
Case Study
Ad-Mad Show
Mr. & Ms. Aaina
T-Shirt Painting
Clay Modelling
Spell-Well
Mono Acting
Counter Strike
Need For Speed
Short Film
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"Aaina" GENERAL RULES
1. Higher Secondary School and UG College students of KSV only can
participate.
2. One student can participate in multiple events.
3. Participants must refer to the event schedule carefully to avoid event
clashing.
4. All participants from all schools have to register either through e-mail, post or
in-person for the event(s) latest by 29/11/2014 – 3.00 pm
5. On the spot registrations will be accepted for Quiz (Career Launcher TestCLT) till 12.00pm on the day of Quiz.
6. On the spot registrations will be accepted between 8.00am and 9.00am for
that day's events.
7. Every participant must carry a bonafide certificate/permission letter duly
certified by the principal of the School/College along with the I-Card failing
which he/she may be debarred from participation.
8. Participants have to report at the “Registration/Help Desk” at least 1 hour
before the scheduled time of the event and have to report at venue of the event
at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the event.
9. Judges' decisions will be final and binding. Any dispute regarding any event
will be resolved by the host college.
10. Prizes will be given to the best two participants in each event.
11. Any misconduct from any student of any participating school will be strictly
dealt with.
12. Official declaration of the results and prize distribution for all the events will
be made on 06-12-2014 in the Valedictory Ceremony.
13. Any clarification regarding the rules or any other matter concerning “Aaina”
has to be made before the event starts. No interference in-between will be
allowed and entertained.
14. There will be disqualification for crossing the maximum time limit.
15. The order of participation of teams in the event will be decided on the day of
the event.
16. Once decided, no request shall be entertained for any alteration in the order of
participation.
17. The softcopies of songs, dance and music required should be submitted by the
participants to the respective event in charge in a ready-to-be-played format
at least half an hour before the performance.
18. Online registration for participation is also accepted. For online registration,
participants are advised to visit our college Website: http/www.bpcba.org
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EVENT NO – 1 QUIZ- Career Launcher Test (CLT)
The test will be modelled on various competitive entrance exams for MBA, Law,
Govt. Banks and Government jobs. For College Students: It will help in
various exams for Govt. Jobs, CAT, CMAT, Bank Exams, among others. For
School Students: It will help in various exams for CLAT, AILET, BBA
Entrance, Hotel Management Entrance, among others.
2. This is an solo event.
3. There is no limit on number of entries from an institute.
4. The test will be of 60 questions and of 30 minutes duration.
5. Correct answer will obtain 1 mark and incorrect answer will obtain a negative
0.25 marks.
6. Calculators and/or any other digital devices are not allowed during the test.
Mobile phones are strictly prohibited.
7. All the details asked in the OMR sheet i.e. your name, your contact number
(Mobile number), name of the school/college, date of birth etc. should be
marked / filled COMPLETELY and CAREFULLY.
8. Students should not make any marks on the question paper.
EVENT NO – 2 RANGOLI :1.
2.
3.
4.

This is a solo event.
Maximum three participants can represent an institute.
Maximum 1 hour 30 minutes will be allowed to all teams.
Participant will bring their own materials. This art is known differently in
various regions such as Mandna, Alpana, Alekham, Kolam, Rangoli etc. For
this the medium and form for expression can be free hand, pictorial and
descriptive.
5. Any medium may be used – Poster colours, Flower petals or saw, dust or
pulses or rice without pasting.
6. 3 subjects/topics will be given on the spot, out of which participant has to
choose any one.
Participant will bring their own material. Only the rangoli space (2'x 2' size)
will be provided by the host college.
EVENT NO- 3 FACE PAINTING :1. This is a solo event.
2. Maximum three participants can represent an institute.
3. Maximum 1 hour 30 minutes will be allowed to all teams.
4. Artists will need to source their own Model for the competition.
5. The Artist must work alone and only one Model may be painted.
6. Contact lenses may be used if desired but should be applied prior to the
judging.
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7. The Artist may paint on the Model's neck but no more than 15% of the overall
design.
8. Artist will have 15 minutes setting up time ahead of the competition start time
& all Artists are expected to be prepared & provide all their own equipment.
9. Only professional paints make up products, adhesives & removers may be
used.
10. Any violation of the competition rules may result in point deduction or
disqualification at the discretion of the Judges.
11. False eyelashes, Gems, Colored hairspray, Wigs, hairpieces, false hair, head
dresses, hats Glitter of any kind etc. are allowed but must only be
applied/used during the competition times.
12. Masks, Acrylics or commercial paints, Stencils, Prosthetics are not allowed.
EVENT NO- 4 COLLAGE:1. This is a solo event.
2. There is no limit on number of entries from an institute.
3. Item to be conducted on the spot on the given topic/subject, sheet size 15”x
22”
4. Duration will not be more than 2 hours 30 minutes.
5. Participants are requested to bring there one scissors and pasting material
along with old magazines and newspaper
6. Collage has to be prepared from old magazines and newspapers. The host
college will provide drawing paper and 3 topics will be given on the spot.
EVENT NO-5 BEST FROM WASTE:1. This is a solo event.
2. There is no limit on number of entries from an institute.1. Maximum time:
1.5 hrs
2. Students will have to bring all the materials along with themselves.
a. E.g. cutter, card board, stationary to support their waste.
3. They cannot use any fresh things for creating anything.
4. No size limits are there for your creation.
5. Your creation must have some theme / issue-to be raised.
6. It is about – with minimum expenses. You create something worth full.
7. The person will be winner who has spent minimum money and has made
some creative piece with theme in 1.5 hrs.
8. Participant also has to keep place clean, which is given to them.
9. Winner will be decided by use of wastages, use of fresh stationeries, theme
and minimum expenses.
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EVENT NO-6 ELOCUTION :1. This is a solo event.
2. Only one participant can represent an institute.
3. Medium of expression will be Hindi/English/Gujarati.
4. Each speaker will be allowed to speak for max 5 minutes.
5. To p i c o f E l o c u t i o n w i l l b e a n n o u n c e d o n 0 1 / 1 2 / 2 0 1 4 , o n
http/www.bpcba.org
6. The performance will be judged in one language (quotations/phrases allowed
in second language).
EVENT NO-7 POETRY RECITATION:1.
2.
3.
4.

This is an individual event.
There is no limit on number of entries from an institute.
Medium of expression can be Gujarati, Hindi or English.
Maximum 5 minutes will be allowed to each participant with warning bell at
the end of the 4th minute followed by the final bell.
5. The title of the poem and name of the author should be given to the host
institute before 30 minutes of the event time.
EVENT NO – 8 SOLO SONG :1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This is a solo event.
Only one participant can represent an institute.
Participant will have to bring their own karaoke track/ Musical Instruments.
Maximum 4 minutes will be allowed to each participant.
Any type of Gujarati/Hindi songs can be presented.

EVENT NO-9 DUET SONG:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This is a team event.
Only one team can represent an institute.
Participant will have to bring their own karaoke track/ Musical Instruments..
Maximum 4 minutes will be allowed to each participant team.
Any type of Gujarati/Hindi songs can be presented.

EVENT NO – 10 GROUP DANCE:1.
2.
3.
4.

This is a team event.
Maximum one team can represent an institute.
A team can comprise of minimum 8 and maximum 20 participants.
Maximum 4 minutes will be allowed to each team with a warning bell at the
end of the 3rd minute followed by the final bell.
5. The team is to present one dance item of their choice based on Folk / Tribal
genre.
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EVENT NO-11 STOCK MARKET GAME:1. This is a solo event.
2. Maximum three participants per institute can participate.
3. All the participants will have to log in on ICICI web site
www.virtualstocks.icicidirect.com on or before 23/11/2014 and received
mail should be forwarded on info@bpcba.org on or before 24/11/2014 for the
purpose of creating new password.
4. The changed password shall be allotted to the participants on the date and
time of event.
5. Participants shall be given virtual capital balance of Rs.15, 00,000.
6. Participants shall have to buy minimum 3 and sell minimum 3 securities.
7. Maximum turnover for the day of event should not be more than Rs.3 crores.
8. Participant with maximum balance shall be the winner.
EVENT NO-12 TREASURE HUNT :1. This is a team event.
2. Maximum one team can represent an institute.
3. Maximum four participants per team are allowed.
4. There will be two rounds.
5. Screening of 10 teams through written script of puzzles & riddles to be solved
within 10 minutes.
6. Participating team will be challenged to solve a fresh puzzle of the Treasure
Hunt.
7. In order to solve these riddles, participants will be offered a series of clues
hidden in host college campus premises.
8. Any kind of misconduct can disqualify the team any time. E.g.
Hiding/destroying clues of other team.
EVENT NO-13 PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION:1. This is a solo event.
2. There is no limit on number of entries from an institute.
3. The candidates will be given three topics on the spot for capturing
photographs.
4. Maximum 2 hours will be allowed for capturing and submitting digital copies
of photographs.
EVENT NO –14 MAHENDI:This is a team event.
There is no limit on number of entries from an institute.
Maximum two participants per team are allowed.
Maximum one hour will be allotted for putting the design.
The participants are required to put Mahendi based on theme- “Guru Devo
Bhava” – as creatively as possible.
6. Participants must bring all the required materials they need.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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EVENT NO-15 T-SHIRT PAINTING:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

This is a solo event.
Maximum three participants can represent an institute.
Maximum 1 hour 30 minutes will be allowed to all teams.
Artists will need to source their own white T-Shirt for the competition.
The Artist must work alone and only one T-Shirt may be painted.
Artist will have 15 minutes setting up time ahead of the competition start time
& all Artists are expected to be prepared & provide all their own equipment.
7. Any violation of the competition rules may result in point deduction or
disqualification at the discretion of the Judges.
EVENT NO-16 CLAY MODELLING:1. This is an solo event.
2. There is no limit on number of entries from an institute.
3. Three subjects/topics/themes will be given on the spot (Out of which
participant has to choose any one)
4. Participant can compose human figure, animals or birds.
5. Clay and other materials will have to be brought by participant.
6. Size of the item should be not less than 10” in height of synthetic clay &
requested material. A base (of cardboard or wood) can be used to display the
model.
EVENT NO – 17 SPELL WELL:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

This is a solo event.
There is no limit on number of entries from an institute.
The participants shall be given one minute to spell the word.
The etymological background of the word can be enquired.
The words can be repeated in case of confusion.
Pronunciations shall follow foreign language.

EVENT NO-18 MONO ACTING:1.
2.
3.
4.

This is a solo event.
Only one participant can represent an institute.
Duration of performance should be between 2 to 3 minutes.
Participants can perform only one character.
Costume and other required properties should be brought by the participant
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EVENT NO – 19/20 COUNTER STRIKE / NEED FOR SPEED:1. 1 team consisted of 5 students can participate from every institute for each
game.
2. Game will be conducted on the basis of knock out system.
3. Any team losing the game will be out of the competition.
4. Game rules will be given on the spot.
EVENT NO-21 CASE STUDY:1. This is a team event.
2. Each college may send a team of minimum 4 and maximum 8 students.
3. Maximum one hour will be allowed to all teams for solving a given case.
4. Along with the case study, blank sheets of paper will be given.
5. Following details will be required as a part of solution:
a) Description of problems or objectives.
b) Constraints or boundaries of the case study.
c) Summary of the data given in the case study.
d) Assumptions, if any, to complete the data not given but required for solving
the case study.
e) Possible solutions of problems/objectives with their merits & demerits
f) Management principles used in alternate solutions & to arrive at best
solution.
EVENT NO – 22 AD-MAD SHOW:1. This is a team event.
2. Each college can send a team of minimum 4 and maximum 8 students.
3. There are FOUR rounds.
4. ROUND 1,2, 3 WILL HAVE TO BE BASED ON THE SAME PRODUCT.
5. The product will be given to the institute/college on 5th of December between
12 to 4 pm only.
6. The teams need to give a brand name and slogan to the product allotted
· Round 1 : Audio jingle round
Maximum time : 60 seconds
The team to go backstage and perform
Use of supportive sound devices allowed
Round 2: Audio visual – Skit round
Maximum time allowed : 5 minutes
The physical arrangements on stage as required (except the
mikes) will have to be managed by the teams themselves
There will be a warning bell at the end of the fourth minute
Round 3 : Print advertisement round
The teams will have to submit a print advertisement on a A4
sheet only, before the event starts.
The print ad will be strictly on the product given to the team
Round 4 : Question answer round
The judges will ask questions to the teams based on their
performances in round 1, 2 and 3.
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EVENT NO-23 SHORT FILM
1.
2.
3.
4.

This is a team event.
Each institute can send maximum two teams.
The Participant per team should be from 3 to 10.
All films must be submitted to the selection committee of the host college in
video file format on or before 01/12/2014 at 4:00 pm.
5. Submitted DVDs will not be returned, except under extreme circumstances.
6. DVD Should be in Data Format.
7. Format of Movie must be in format : MP4, MPEG, MOV and AVI.
8. Participants can use any cameras which have resolution up to 480p. (HD
format is advisable for better Result)
9. There will be no changes in the team once the registration is submitted.
10. The Films can be in any language, but it should be sub-titled in English. If the
language of the film is Gujarati or Hindi, it is not required to be sub-titled.
11. Duration of the film should not be less than 2 minutes and should not exceed 7
minutes.
12. The Award for the entire competition winner in each category is similar.
13. Competition category: Short Film | Music Video | Animation.
14. There is no topic for Music video and Animation film.
15. Animated movie's categories: 2D Animation, 3D animation. VFX , Motion
Graphics, Clay Animation, Hand Drawing Animation, Stop motion, Cut out
animation,
16. The idea of the film must be original.
17. If required, permission from government or any other bodies must be taken
on your own and submitted to the judge before the event starts.
EVENT NO – 24 MR. & MS. Aaina:1 This is a solo event.
2 Maximum two participants can represent an institute – one for Mr. Aaina and
one for Ms. Aaina.
3 Participants should be Good-looking, confident, and proficient in regional,
national & international languages.
4 Girls should have min. height of 5'3'' inches & Boys should be of 5'8''inches
height.
5 Participant will be judge by renowned entities on their overall groomed
personality.
6 Boys & girls should do Tiger-walk & Cat-walk respectively on the Fashion
Ramp.
7 To enhance their performance participants can use props creatively.
8 The background music (score) has to submitted in soft copies to the college
on or before 29th November, 2014.
9 Participant will have to undergo Ramp walk and talent round.

